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Banach $E$ (strictly convex) , $x,y\in E,$ $||x||$
$=||y||=1,$ $X\neq y$
$|| \frac{x+y}{2}||<1$
. $1<p<\infty$ , $L^{p}$ , $- L^{1},$ $L^{\infty}$
. . . .
$T$ Banach $E$ $C$ . $T$
.
(nonexpansive) , $x,y\in C$
$||Tx-\tau y||\leq||X-y||$
.
1953 Mann [8] iteration .
$x_{n}= \sum_{j=1}^{n}\beta njyj$ , $y_{n+1}=T(x_{n})$
, $T$ , $\{\beta_{\dot{n}j}\}$ 2 , $\beta_{nj}\geq 0,$ $\beta_{nj}=0(j>n)$ ,
$\sum_{j=1}^{n}\beta_{nj}=1$ . , 2 $\{\beta_{nj}\}$ $\beta_{n+1,j}=$
$(1-\beta_{n+}1,n+1)\beta nj(j\leq n)$ , iteration . $\cdot$-
(1) $x_{n+1}=\alpha_{n}Tx_{n}+(1-\alpha_{n})x_{n}$
. , $\alpha_{n}=\beta n+1,n+1$ . iteration
, Outlaw [9], Reich [10] .
1(Outlaw [9]). $C$ Banach $E$





2(Reich [10]). $E$ – Fr\’echet
Banach . $C$ $E$ . $T$ $C$
, . $\{\alpha_{n}\}$ $\sum_{n=\iota}^{\infty}\alpha_{n}(1-\alpha_{n})=\infty$
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$[0,1]$ . $x_{1}\in C$ .
, (1) {x $T$ .
Mann iteration , ,
. , .
3(Atsushiba and $\mathrm{T}\mathrm{a}\omega\iota_{1\mathrm{a}}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}[1]$ ). $E$ – Banach ,
Fr\’echet , Opial Banach
. $C$ $E$ , $S$ $T$ $C$
. $\{\alpha_{n}\}$ $1 \mathrm{i}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}1\inf_{n}\alpha_{n}>0$
$[0,1]$ . $x_{1}\in C$ . ,
$x_{n+1}= \frac{\alpha_{n}}{n^{2}}\sum n-1i=0j\sum^{-1}s^{i}\tau^{j_{X_{n}.+}}(1-n=0\alpha n)X_{n}$
$\{x_{n}\}$ $S$ $T$ .
Mann iteration .
.
4(Baillon [3]). $C$ Hilbert $E$ .
$T$ $C$ , $x\in C$ . ,
$x_{n}= \frac{x+TX+\tau 2+x+\cdots Tn-1_{X}}{7l}$
$\{x_{n}\}$ $T$ .
Bruck [4] , - Fr\’echet
Banach .
, Banach





$.\grave{j}.\cdot$. ’ :.:...: $\mathrm{p}i’..:..,$$\cdot..\cdot$ . . $,.\cdot.-\backslash \vee\cdot:..\cdot.:-.:i$2. .. $-$ . .’ ::
.
$\mathrm{I}_{\mathrm{S}}\grave{\mathrm{h}}$ik.a.Wa $[6^{\backslash }]$ 1 .
. .:
.:. $\cdot$ $\dot{3}$ ..-. $\cdot$..l. $i\backslash$’.
5(Ishikawa [6]). $C$ Banach $E$
. $T$ $C$ . $\{\alpha_{n}\}$ $\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}\alpha_{n}=\infty$
$\mathrm{s}$
$n$ n 1 . $[..0\hat::_{!}^{\backslash }’-\cdot.\cdot.\cdot 1..]$ $\text{ }.\text{ }-,\vee \text{ }$ . $x_{1}..\in i=$. $...c$. , .













6(Ishikawa [7]). $C$ Banach $E$
. $\{\tau_{1}, \tau_{2}, \cdots, T_{k}\}$ $C$ .
$\alpha_{1},$ $\alpha_{2},$ $\cdots,$ $\alpha_{k}\in(0,1)$ , $x\in C,i=1,2,$ $\ldots,$ $k$ ,
$s_{i^{X}}.=\alpha_{i}.T_{i}x+(1-\alpha_{i})x$ . $x_{1}\in C$ . ,
$x_{n+1}=$ $[ \prod_{=n_{k-1}1}^{n}[Sk\prod_{\mathrm{g}nk--1}^{k}[sn-1k-1\ldots[S_{3}n1=\prod_{1}[sn_{2}2\prod_{\tau l_{\mathrm{O}}=1}^{n}1S1]]\cdots]]]X_{1}$
$\{.x_{n}\}$ $\{\tau_{1},\tau_{2}, \cdots, T_{k}\}$ .
6 , . ,






3 iteration , Suzuki [11] .
7([11]). $C$ Banach $E$ . $S$




$0< \lim\inf\alpha\leq n\lim_{narrow\infty}\mathrm{S}narrow\infty \mathrm{p}\iota\iota\alpha n<1$
$[0,1]$ . $x_{1}\in C$ . ,
$x_{n+1}= \frac{\alpha_{n}}{n^{2}}\sum_{i=0}^{n-1}\sum_{j}n=0-1s^{i}T^{j_{X}}n+(1-.\alpha_{n})_{X_{n}}$
$\{x_{n}\}$ $S$ T .
, Suzuki 3
.
1. $\{z_{n}\}$ $\{w_{n}\}$ Banach $E$ .
$\{\alpha_{n}\}$ $1 \mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{l}11}\sup_{nn}\alpha<1$ $[0,1]$ .







2. $\{z_{n}\}$ $\{w_{n}\}$ Banach $E$
. $\{\alpha_{n}\}$ $0<1 \mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}1\inf_{n}\alpha_{n}\leq\lim\sup_{n}\alpha_{n}<1$ $[0,1]$
. : $z_{n+n}.1=\alpha_{n}w+\langle 1$ –\alpha n)z7
; $k$ ,
$\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{P}(|narrow\infty|ut_{n}-wn‘+k||-||_{Z_{n}}-zn+k||)\leq 0$
. , linl $\inf_{n}||w_{n}-\mathcal{Z}_{n}||=0$ .
3. $C$ Banach $E$ $S$
$T$ $C$ . ,
$1 \mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{u}\inf_{narrow\infty}||\frac{1}{n,\sim},$ $\sum_{i=0j}^{n}\sum^{n-1}siTjz-1|=0|-z=0$
$z\in C$ $S$ $T$ .
3.
Edelstein [5] Bruck [4] , Atsushiba Takallashi [2]
.
8(Atsushiba and Takahashi [2]). $C$ Banach $E$
. $T$ $C$ , $x\in C..\text{ }$
. , ..
(2) $x_{n}= \frac{X+\tau x+\tau 2+X+\cdots\tau^{n-}1x}{n}$
$\{x_{n}\}$ $T$ .
8 , .
9([12]). Banach $E$ :
$E$ $C$ , $C$ $T$ ,
$x\in C$ , (2) $T$
. , $E$ .
. $E$ . , $E$ $u$ $v$ ,
$u+v\neq 0,$ $||u||=||v||=||u-v||/2=1$ .
$C$ $C$ $T$ :
$C=\{\alpha u+\beta v : \alpha\geq 0,\beta\geq 0, \alpha+\beta\leq 1\}$,
$T( \alpha u+\beta v)=\mathrm{m}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{x}\{\beta-\alpha,\mathrm{O}\}u+\max\{\alpha-\beta, 0\}v$.
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. $\alpha\geq\beta$ $\lambda\geq\mu$ ,
$||Tx-\tau_{y}||=||(\alpha-\beta)v-(\lambda-.\mu)v||=|\alpha-\beta-\lambda+\mu|\leq||x-y||$





. $T$ . $x=u$ .
$T^{2n_{X}}=u$ $T^{2n+1}X=v$ . ,
$|| \frac{1}{n}(_{k=}^{n-1}.\sum_{0}Tk)x-\cdot\frac{\iota\iota+v}{2}||\leq||\frac{\mathrm{s}\iota-lf}{2n}||--\frac{1}{n}$
$T((ll+v)/2)=0$ , $C$ $\{(\sum_{k}^{n-1}=0Tkx)/n\}$
$(u+v)/2$ . .
Takahashi Tamura [14] .
10 (Takahashi and Tamura [14]). $C$ Banach $E$
, $S$ $T$ $C$
. $\{\alpha_{n}\}$ $\{\beta_{n}\}$
$0< \lim_{narrow}\inf_{\infty}\alpha n\leq 1\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}}\sup_{narrow\infty}\alpha_{n}<1$
$k$
;
$0< \lim_{narrow}\inf\beta\infty n\leq\lim\sup\beta n<narrow\infty 1$
$[0,1]$ . $x\in C$ . ,
$x_{n+1}=\alpha_{n}S(\beta_{n}Tx_{n}+(1-\beta_{n})x)n+(1-\alpha_{n})x_{n}$
$\{x_{n}\}$ $S$ $T$ .
10 , .
203
11 ([12]). Banach $E$ :
$E$ $0$ $C$ , $C$
affine $0$ $S$ $T$ ,
$x_{1}\in C$ ,
$x_{n+1}= \frac{1}{2}S(\frac{1}{2}Tx_{n}+\frac{1}{2}x_{n})+\frac{1}{2}x_{n}$
$S$ $T$ . , $E$
.
. $E$ . , $E$ $u$ $v$ ,
$||u||=||v||=||u+v||/2=1$ $u\neq v$ .
$C$ $C$ $S,$ $T$ :
$C=\{\alpha u+\beta v : \alpha\geq 0,\beta\geq 0, \alpha+\beta\leq 1\}$ ,
$S(\alpha u+\beta v)=(\alpha+\beta)u$ , $T(\alpha u+\beta v)=(\alpha+\beta)v$ .




$||S(\alpha u+\beta v)-s(\gamma u+\delta v)||=||(\alpha+\beta)u-(\gamma+\hat{\delta})u||$
$=|(\alpha+\beta)-(\gamma+\delta)|$
$=|||\alpha u+\beta v||-||\gamma u+\delta.v|||$
$\leq||(\alpha u+\beta v)-(\gamma_{8l}+\delta v)||$
. $S$ . $T$
. , $x_{1}.=u$ . , $n$
, $x_{n}=u$ . $u$ $T$ .
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